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Sensor Implementation

The following sensors are defined in the OBS3A firmware:

1 Pressure
2 Turbidity (OBS)
3 Optical 2 (mg/L)
4 Temperature
5 Conductivity
6 Spare 1
7 Spare 2
8 Salinity
9 Battery

Salinity is computed from Pressure, Temperature, and Conductivity when it is assigned
input channel 12.

In order for a sensor to function properly several setup steps must be followed:

 Assign and input channel for the sensor.

 Calibrate the Sensor

 Select an output data specification for the sensor

Input Channel Assignment

An input analog channel must be assigned to each sensor. The firmware contains a
command, “AS” for Assign Sensor that is used to assign an input channel to a sensor.
The syntax for this command is:

AS Sensor#, Input Channel, IDString

The followinng input channels may be assigned:

1..4 12-bit ADC inputs. Range depends on input resistor divider

4..8 16-bit ADC inputs. Range depends on input resistor divider

10,11 Frequency inputs. 120Hz to 40KHz range.

12 Salinity value calculated from Temp, Cond, Pressure.

For the OBS3A hardware, the input channels for Turbidity and Optical2(mg/L) must be
channels 5 and 6, which are tied together at the inputs. The other channels can be any
one of the remaining 6 analog input channels, the frequency inputs, or a special
‘synthesized’ channel for salinity. If no output is required for a sensor, you may assign
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an input channel of 0. Sensor #9 is always connected to the internal battery input
analog channel.

The IDString can be any 7-character string that identifies the particular sensor. The
string must not include any space, comma, or TAB characters.

This command allows two special cases to be used to assign the hardware description
string and software version string. These strings may be up to 11 characters in length.

To assign the hardware description use sensor 0 and input channel 0: “AS 0 0
OBS3A”, for example.

The software version is assigned using sensor 0 and channel 1: “AS 0 1 V5.5”.

The assigned input channel numbers and ID strings are written to the program flash
memory at the end of the command.

The Salinity sensor must be assigned input channel 12 if it is to compute salinity. If
assigned an analog channel (1..6) it should behave like any other analog sensor.

NOTE: Do not assign the same analog input channel to more than one sensor!
I’m not sure exactly what will happen if you do this, but I expect the results to be
less than optimal!!
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AE Sensor# Apply Engineering Units

Parameters: Sensor Number

Effect:This command sets the sensor to display engineering units.
OBS>ae 1
Sensor Depth set to engineering units.

OBS>

AO Atmospheric Pressure Correction Off

Parameters: None

Effect: This command turns off the atmospheric pressure correction
>ao

NOT applying atmospheric pressure correction.
>

AP Apply Atmospheric Presure Correction

Parameters: None

Effect: The Pressure or depth sensor output value will be corrected for
atmospheric pressure. The Pressure sensor collects and stores the current ambient
pressure value.

Usage and Response:
>ap

SCollecting Atmospheric Pressure Offset for Depth Sensor.
Measured Pressure Offset is 1.0280

AR

Parameters: Sensor Number

Effect: This command sets the sensor to display raw ADC counts.
OBS>ar 4

Sensor Temperature (deg. C) set to raw ADC counts.
OBS>

AS Sensor#, Input Channel, IDString Assign Sensor

Parameters: Sensor# Indicates which sensor values are to be altered.

The input channel can be any one of the 8 analog input channels, or a special
‘synthesized’ channel for salinity, except that the Frequency1 and Frequency2
sensors must be assigned channels 10 and 11 if they are to measure frequency. If no
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output is required for a sensor, you may assign an input channel of 0. Sensor #9 is
always connected to the internal battery input analog channel.

The IDString can be any 7-character string that identifies the particular sensor. The
string must not include any space, comma, or TAB characters.

The AS command also allows two special cases to be used to assign the hardware
description string and software version string. These strings may be up to 11
characters in length.

To assign the hardware description use sensor 0 and input channel 0: “AS 0 0
SBCV3”, for example.

The software version is assigned using sensor 0 and channel 1: “AS 0 1 V5.2”.

The assigned input channel numbers and ID strings are written to the program flash
memory at the end of the command.

The Salinity sensor must be assigned input channel 12 if it is to compute salinity.
If assigned an analog channel (1..8) it should behave like any other analog sensor.

NOTE: Do not assign the same analog input channel to more than one sensor! I’m not sure
exactly what will happen if you do this, but I expect the results to be less

AT

Parameters: None

Effect: This command carries out a functional test of the ADCs and returns
the counts measured in the test mode. This command is intended for factory test usage.

OBS>at

Test12: 2476 Test16: 39688

OBS>

BO #Minutes Turn Battery OFF and go to sleep

Parameters: The number of minutes between wakeups. The instrument will only
allow values from 2 to 30 minutes. A higher value is set to 30 and a lower value to 2.

Effect: The instrument will go into low-power sleep mode, but will wake up at
regular intervals---during which interval the system will awaken for good when it
detects three space characters at the serial input. The wakeup times will be at
multiples of the wakeup interval. At wakeup, a message is displayed and the user has
10 seconds to enter three space characters before the instrument returns to sleep mode.

Usage and Response:
OBS>bo

Shutting battery power off.
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Sleeping until 12/06/2002 10:28:00
System will wake up at 2-minute intervals

Press <SPACE> three times to awaken
Sleeping until 12/06/2002 10:30:00

Press <SPACE> three times to awaken
Sleeping until 12/06/2002 10:32:00

Press <SPACE> three times to awaken
Sleeping until 12/06/2002 10:34:00

Press <SPACE> three times to awaken
Sleeping until 12/06/2002 10:36:00
<<< Three space entered >>

Hibernation terminated by console input
>

BR Baud Rate Change

Parameters: None.

Effect: This command allows you to change the baud rate for communications with
the host computer. You will be prompted to change the baud rate of your terminal and
press the space bar until the SBC autobaud routine detects and sets the new baud rate.

Usage and Response:
OBSbr
Change the OBS Host baud rate, then press <space> until
the OBS3A detects the new baud rate
<<OBS3Host Baud Rate 57600 button selected, space bar pressed >>
Baud Rate has been set to 57600

CA Sensor#, Calibrate Analog

Parameters:

Sensor# selects the sensor for which the analog calibration will be done.

Effect: This command allows you to calibrate the sensors by entering data to
be matched with ADC values and which will be used to determine the 3rd order
polynomial equation used to convert ADC values to engineering units. You will be
asked to enter a series of engineering units while applying the appropriate input level
to the analog channel. After the valued is entered, the SBC will digitize the input
100 times and save the mean value for that point. After you have signaled the end of
the input, the SBC will compute the coefficients of the polynomial equation using a
polynomial least-squares fit. The results of the computation will be saved as the
coefficients for the channel. The following example shows the calibration of channel
4 using a variable voltage source measured with a DVM:

OBS>ca 4
<< Needs revision, but I didn’t want to change calibration on any
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channels on the board I have! MJB 8-21-03

After the end of the calibration, the SBC displays the coefficients, the data points,
calculated engineering units and the residuals.

CC Pwr1, Sensor1, Pwr2, Sensor2 Set Conditional Test Channels

Parameters: Pwr1 and Pwr2 are the power switch numbers associated with the
sensors to be sampled. Sensor1 and Sensor2 are the sensors to be sampled.

Effect: During conditional sampling, the SBC awakens 10 seconds before the fast
interval time. It turns on one or two sensorss and samples them for 5 seconds. The
mean values for these sensorss are used in the logical tests to determine whether to
collect a fast interval sample or whether to skip the sample unless it occurs at a slow
sample interval.

CL Lower1 Lower2 LogicVal Set Conditional Lower Limits

Parameters: Lower1 and Lower2 are the limiting values for the two test sensors.
Slow sampling occurs when the test sensors drop below these limits. Logicval is an
index which sets the logical condition which triggers the transition to slow sampling.

Effect: Sets up the transition conditions for slower sampling interval

CM Rate, SlowIntvl, FastIntvl Conditional Sampling Start

Parameters: Rate is the sampling rate for the sensor. SloIntvl is the slower
sampling interval used when the trigger sensor values are outside the fast sampling
limits. FastIntvl is the faster sample interval in seconds.

Effect: This starts the conditional sampling mode at the slow and fast intervals.

CS Show Conditional Sampling Limits

Parameters: None

Effect: Displays the limits that govern the change from slow to fast sample intervals.

Usage and Response:
OBS>cs

Conditional Sampling Setup
Test Channels: Depth Turbidity
Fast Above: 5.000 10.000
Slow Below: 3.000 8.000
Fast Interval trip on Depth OR Turbidity Above Limit
Slow Interval trip on Depth AND Turbidity Below Limit
Power and channel mask: 3003
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CU Upper1 Upper2 LogicVal Set Conditional Upper Limits

Parameters: Upper 1 and Upper2 are the limiting values for the two test channels.
Fast sampling occurs when the test sensors exceed these limits. Logicval is an index
which sets the logical condition which triggers the transition to fast sampling.

Effect: Sets up the transition conditions for faster sampling interval

DD Entries Display Directory

Parameters: Entries specifies the number of directory entries to display.

Effect: This command displays a directory of the data file stored in the data
flash memory. The most recent file is always at the top of the list.

Usage and Response:
OBS>dd

Found most recent block: #41 at 12:43:06.00 02/20/2003

File# 1st block Last Write KBytes
1 41 12:43:06.00 02/20/2003 0
2 40 12:34:33.00 02/20/2003 0
3 31 10:35:32.00 02/20/2003 8
4 19 15:01:19.00 02/19/2003 11
5 18 13:09:14.00 02/19/2003 0
6 4 12:02:44.00 02/19/2003 13
7 3 09:28:54.00 02/19/2003 0
8 2 09:10:58.00 02/19/2003 0
9 0 09:01:56.00 02/19/2003 2
10 -1 23:59:59.00 12/31/1969 -1

DF Density Value Set Water Density Factor

Parameters: Water Density Factor

Effect: This command allows you to enter the water density factor, which is used in
the computation of depth from the pressure sensor data.

Usage and Response:
OBS>df 1.023

Water density factor=1.023
OBS>

DP Select Feet Depth Units

Parameters: NONE
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Effect: Sets the depth display to feet

Usage and Response:
OBS>dp

Depth in feet selected.

DS FlagValue Display Sample Statistics

Parameters: FlagValue indicates whether or not to display sample statistics. A
value of zero inhibits the display of the statistics. Any other value turns on the display
of statistics

Effect: Allows the display of sampling statistics in the screen output from periodic,
conditional, and scheduled mode sampling. A line is appended to the screen data
display that indicates the number of data points collected for each sampled channel.
The command affects only the screen display and does not alter the number or format
of data stored in the data flash. This command is useful in determining the total
number of samples taken in complex burst sampling schemes.

Usage and Response:
OBS>ds 1

Sample statistics will be displayed in Periodic Mode
….
Sampling interval is 30 seconds.
Sample rate is 10 Hz.Sleeping until 08:45:59.00 06/10/2003
* 08:46:00.00 06/10/2003, 81.1944, 1.9536, 3.0124,
Data Collected: 1:100 2:100 9:100
* 08:46:30.00 06/10/2003, 81.1931, 1.9322, 3.0155,
Data Collected: 1:100 2:100 9:100

EF KeyVal Erase Data Flash

Parameters: KeyVal is an unlocking key which prevents inadvertent erasures.

Effect: This command will erase the data flash memory, block by block,
starting at block zero. The active block will be displayed each 100 blocks. In order
for the command to be activated, a sequence of two consecutive EF commands with
parameters of 33 and 55 must be entered. This command is also protected by the
system lock.

Usage and Response:
OBS>ef 33

OBS>ef 55

Erasing Data Flash Memory
Erasing block 0
Erasing block 100
Erasing block 200
Erasing block 300
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FD StartBlock EndBlock Data Flash Dump

Parameters: Startblock specifies the first block to be dumped. EndBlock sets the
last block to be dumped.

Effect: You may use this command to dump the contents of the data flash
without regard to the file structure. Data are transmitted in the same format as in the
playback command, except that the output may span several data files.

Usage and Response:
OBS >fd 0 3

Sensor Data Columns
1 Depth: Mean
2 Turbidity: Mean
9 Battery: Mean

09:16:00.00 06/10/2003, 81.1705, 1.4134, 3.0188,
09:16:30.00 06/10/2003, 81.1516, 1.4617, 3.0171,
00:00:00.00 01/01/1970, 0.0000, 0.0000, 0.0000,
EOF Mark at block 0

09:18:00.00 06/10/2003, 81.1510, 1.4058, 3.0165,
09:18:30.00 06/10/2003, 81.1881, 1.4298, 3.0163,
09:19:00.00 06/10/2003, 81.1598, 1.4583, 3.0170,
09:19:30.00 06/10/2003, 81.1220, 1.4519, 3.0166,
09:20:00.00 06/10/2003, 81.2315, 1.4347, 3.0206,
09:20:30.00 06/10/2003, 81.1283, 1.4338, 3.0167,
09:21:00.00 06/10/2003, 81.1793, 1.4473, 3.0148,
00:00:00.00 01/01/1970, 0.0000, 0.0000, 0.0000,
EOF Mark at block 1

09:28:00.00 06/10/2003, 79.3394, 1.4790, 3.0138,
09:28:30.00 06/10/2003, 79.3080, 1.5013, 3.0173,
09:29:00.00 06/10/2003, 79.3873, 1.4904, 3.0173,
09:29:30.00 06/10/2003, 79.3738, 1.5130, 3.0154,
09:30:00.00 06/10/2003, 79.3713, 1.5706, 3.0134,
09:30:30.00 06/10/2003, 79.3154, 1.5586, 3.0129,
09:31:00.00 06/10/2003, 79.4064, 1.5521, 3.0165,
09:31:30.00 06/10/2003, 79.3636, 1.5164, 3.0171,
00:00:00.00 01/01/1970, 0.0000, 0.0000, 0.0000,
EOF Mark at block 2
Block 3 is erased
324 Bytes read from data flash.

FW Format Data Flash

Parameters: NONE

Effect: This command writes a dummy file at block zero of the data flash. It
is equivalent to the DOS format command. This command is protected by the System
Lock.

Usage and Response:
FW
OBS >
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GL Gain Index PWR Gain Lock

Parameters: Gain Index corresponding to desired gain level and sensor power level.

Effect: The variable gain amplifier on the optical sensors will be locked to a
specified gain. The index parameter selects gains as follows: 0 : 0X (ground), 1 : 1X,
2 : 2X, 3 : 5X, 4: 10X, 5 : 20X, 6 : 50X, 6 : 100X. Any negative value for the gain
index returns the optical sensors to auto gain switching between gains 1X and 10X.

A value other than zero for the PWR parameter turns on all the sensor power switches.
This is useful in factory testing.

Usage and Response:
OBS>gl 1

Optical Gain set to 1X
OBS>

GS Line, Mask, Seconds Generate Sampling Step

Parameters: Line specifies the line number in the internal array of sampling steps
for burst sampling

Mask The sensors to be collected and the power supplies to be activated are
specified in the mask word.

Seconds Defines the number of seconds in the sampling scheme for which the step
remains in effect.

Effect: This command is used to set up burst sampling for the Periodic Mode
data collection command. Up to 24 lines or sample steps may be defined, starting
with line zero. The first line which has seconds and mask of zero indicates the end of
the burst mode sampling scheme. The successive GS steps are normally generated
by the Periodic Mode dialog in DAHOST. The simple scheme shown in the dialog
in Figure 3 in the DAHost 2.0 description generates the following commands:

OBS >
GS 0 4528 10
GS 1 12417 10
GS 2 0 0

GT Get Time and date from RTC

Parameters: NONE

Effect: This command returns the time and date according to the system
internal RTC.

Usage and Response:
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OBS >gt

Date/Time: 12/06/2002 16:46:46
OBS>

ID Display Setup and Identification

Parameters: NONE

Effect: This command displays information about the instrument serial
numbers and sensor setup. It also displays sensor serial numbers and calibration dates.

Usage and Response:
OBS>id

> OBS3A Firmware Version: OBS3A 1.20
MSP430 Firmware Version 6.03

Sens# NAME Chan Ser # Calibrated
1 Depth 7 kpsi-30 13:28:53.00 08/08/2003
2 OBS-1 (NTU) 5 sn-2100 08:53:42.00 08/18/2003
3 OBS-2 (mg.l, ppm) 6 sn-2100 13:40:26.00 08/08/2003
4 Temperature (deg. C) 8 t-1094 13:41:46.00 08/08/2003
5 Conductivity(mS/cm) 1 ct-1094 14:15:56.00 08/08/2003
6 Frequency-1 (Hz) 10 Hz-1 19:07:06.00 08/08/2003
7 Frequency-2 (Hz) 11 Hz-2 19:12:25.00 08/08/2003
8 Salinity (PSU) 12
9 Battery (V) 9
Water Density Factor: 1.00000
Atmospheric Pressure Correction: 0.00000

Note that the Salinity and Battery sensors do not have calibration dates as these
sensors are not individually calibrated.

IN Send Instrument Information

Parameters: None

Effect: Information about the current state of the instrument is sent asa series
of identifier strings, followed by the instrument status. This information will
normally only be used by the Windows host program.

Usage and Response:
OBS>in

sernum = ">"
softversion = "OBS3A 1.20"
depthfactor = 1.0000
atmcorr = 0.0000
sepchar = 44
sensname0 = "No Sensor"
sensname1 = "Depth"
...

SkedWords22 = 0
SkedWords23 = 0
SkedWords24 = 0
condchan1 = 0
condchan2 = 0
lowerlimit1 = 0.0000
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lowerlimit2 = 0.0000
upperlimit1 = 0.0000
upperlimit2 = 0.0000
lowerlogic = 0
upperlogic = 0
clocktime = "10:26:36 08/21/2003"

MP Report Depth in Meters

Parameters: None

Effect: The instrument will report depths in units of meters.

Usage and Response:
>mp

Depth in meters selected.
>

NF Sensor, Format, SepChar Numeric Format

Parameters:

Sensor selects the sensor ich the output will be modified. Using Sensor=0 will
change the format for all sensors.

Format Specifies the data format to be used.

Sepchar is a numeric selector that specifies one of three possible separators between
data items.

Effect: You may change the display format for numeric data output with this
command. The following formats may be selected:

0 Specifies “8.4E” format:

1..5 Specify floating point format with the selector determining the number of
digits after the decimal point.

The SepChar selector allows you to specify the separator between number columns.
The default is selection zero, which specifies only spaces. Selection 1 specifies
<TAB> separation, and selection 2 specifies comma separation. If you do not specify
a parameter a default value of zero is assigned. Thus a command of DS without
parameters would specify exponential format for all colums with space separation.

Note that the formats have been chosen to make the columns align nicely on the
screen. However, these formats may add significantly the amount of data that must
be dowloaded as all the space characters needed to align the columns must also be
downloaded.

The following output example shows numbers formatted with space separation
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10:58:03.90 02/20/2003 7.7307E-01 1.2 1.43 1.305 1.3068 1.21455
10:58:04.90 02/20/2003 7.7331E-01 1.2 1.43 1.305 1.3066 1.21027

OBS>

OC Output Calibration Coefficients

Parameters: None

Effect: The instrument will respond with a table listing the calibration
coefficients for the analog input channels. Each channel has four coefficients for the
third-order equation used to convert ADC counts into engineering units. . zThe
output is formatted as a set of tab-delimited values which can be directly pasted into
Excel.

Usage and Response:
OBS >oc

Sensor AN BN CN DN DATE
1 2.38264E-04 6.10644E-04 0.00000E+00 0.00000E+00 12:13:44 03/18/2003
2 1.63974E-04 6.11894E-04 0.00000E+00 0.00000E+00 12:16:28 03/18/2003
3 1.75792E-04 6.10983E-04 0.00000E+00 0.00000E+00 12:20:01 03/18/2003
4 1.08626E-04 6.10961E-04 0.00000E+00 0.00000E+00 12:39:24 03/18/2003
5 -4.46878E-04 3.82906E-05 0.00000E+00 0.00000E+00 12:40:41 03/18/2003
6 1.66651E-04 3.83982E-05 0.00000E+00 0.00000E+00 14:00:29 03/19/2003
7 -2.49192E+00 7.64791E-05 0.00000E+00 0.00000E+00 14:37:30 03/19/2003
8 -2.50846E+00 7.66020E-05 0.00000E+00 0.00000E+00 14:55:22 03/19/2003
9 0.00000E+00 1.00000E-03 0.00000E+00 0.00000E+00 16:21:33 03/07/2003
10 0.00000E+00 1.00000E-03 0.00000E+00 0.00000E+00 19:23:51 04/18/1970
11 0.00000E+00 2.00000E-03 0.00000E+00 0.00000E+00 19:24:12 04/18/1970
>

PB Filenumber Play Back Periodic Sampling File

Parameters: Filenumber Selects on of the available files for playback

Effect: The SBC will retrieve periodically sampled data from the data flash
memory and send it to the terminal. You may halt the data playback with any
character sent to the SBC from the terminal.

NOTES: Commands which control data display, such as DS, NF, and TF are
applied when playing back data. The data is stored in the flash memory in binary
format and can be changed to any desired ASCII output format at playback time.

Usage and Response:
OBS >pb 2

Found most recent block: #39 at 10:35:32.00 02/20/2003

File mask = 4547
13:38:41.00 02/19/2003 6.1000E-06 0.8 1.4925 1.2605 3.7998
13:39:01.00 02/19/2003 1.2200E-05 0.8 1.5329 1.2606 3.7963
13:39:21.00 02/19/2003 6.1000E-06 0.8 1.5026 1.2605 3.7959
13:39:41.00 02/19/2003 1.2200E-05 0.8 1.5050 1.2605 3.7966
13:40:01.00 02/19/2003 0.0000E+00 0.8 1.5256 1.2606 3.7964
13:40:21.00 02/19/2003 1.2200E-05 0.8 1.4748 1.2603 3.8003
13:40:41.00 02/19/2003 6.1000E-06 0.8 1.5136 1.2605 3.8000
13:41:01.00 02/19/2003 6.1000E-06 0.8 1.5142 1.2604 3.7966
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13:41:21.00 02/19/2003 0.0000E+00 0.8 1.4970 1.2605 3.8000
13:41:41.00 02/19/2003 6.1000E-06 0.8 1.4971 1.2603 3.8008
460 Bytes read from file. 1

PM SensorMask Rate #Samples Interval Start Periodic Mode

Parameters: The SensorMask parameter is a leftover place holder. The channel
mask set is now specified in the subsample collection setup..

The Rate parameter sets the rate of ADC collection—from 1Hz to 50Hz.

The #Samples is another leftover place holder. The number of samples for each
sensor is now determined by the subsample setup..

The Interval parameter sets the interval (in seconds) between samples. The sampling
interval may range from 5 to 11800 seconds.

Effect: This command starts a periodic data collection sequence on one or
more ADC channels. The samples are taken at the defined rate and interval until an
input character is received from the PC. Selected data statistics are reported at the
end of each interval. The selected statistics are also stored in a data flash file for later
playback.

NOTES: The first sample is taken starting at the beginning of the NEXT second
after the wakeup from sleep mode. The SBC is set to wake up one second before the
interval starts so that data collection begins on an even multiple of the interval.

Usage and Response:
OBS>pm 0 10 0 30

SubSample Setup
0 P:XX-- A:X-------X--- 5
1 P:XX-- A:X----------- 5
2 P:---- A:------------ 0

1 Depth: Mean
2 Turbidity: Mean
3 Optical 2: Mean
4 Temperature: Mean
5 Conductivity: Mean
6 Salinity: Mean
7 Spare 1: Mean
8 Spare 2: Mean
9 Battery: Mean

Sampling interval is 30 seconds.
Sample rate is 10 Hz.Sleeping until 10:31:29.00 04/11/2003
*
No Files in Data Flash
* 10:31:30.00 04/11/2003, 0.7714, 3.7712,
* 10:32:00.00 04/11/2003, 0.7702, 3.7712,
* 10:32:30.00 04/11/2003, 0.7709, 3.7705,
* 10:33:00.00 04/11/2003, 0.7711, 3.7711,

QM Quit to Monitor

Parameters: NONE.
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Effect: This command will exit from the OBS3A firmware and start the
monitor and bootloader program. The monitor can be used to load new firmware into
the OBS3A.

Usage and Response:
OBS >qm

OBS >
Program Terminated

USB disconnected

D & A ARM Monitor V5.20
Compiled: Apr 30 2003 14:36:51

Flash Memory located at: 0x01000000

Moving Program from Flash at 01002000 to RAM at 00102000

Mon >

SC Sensor, CF# Coefficient Set Coefficients

Parameters: Sensor specifies the channel for which the coefficient is to be set.

CF# is the coefficient number. 0 is the offset or AN value. 1 is the BN value, 2 is
the CN value, and 3 is the DN value.

Coefficient is the numeric value for the coefficient

Effect: This command will set the calibration coefficients for a sensor. Only
after you enter a new value for the DN value (CF# 3), will the coefficients be stored
in non-volatile memory. You may observe the new coefficients at any time with the
OC command.

SG Gain Index Set Optical Gain

Parameters: The gain index specifies the sensor gain as described in the GL
command.

Effect: The gain of the optical sensors is set as specified. Sensor power is
automatically turned on for any value other than zero. Setting the gain with and index
of zero will turn off the sensor power. This command is primarily useful as a system
setup diagnostic. Subsequent data collection operations will use automatic gain
adjustement on the optical sensors.

SL KeyValue System Lock

Parameters: The Keyvalue is a numeric key that will unlock the system and enable
the execution of certain protected system commands. The current default key value
is 543210.
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Effect: This command will allow you to execute certain system commands
that should not be executed by the user in the course of normal operation. Once
unlocked, the protected commands may be executed until the system is reset or the
SL command is executed with a keyvalue other than 543210.

The protected commands are:

EF Erase Flash

FW Format Flash File System

AS Assign Sensor input channels

If you attempt to use these commands when the system is locked, the command will
not be executed and the OBS3A will respond: “System Locked”.

SM SensorMask #Samples Interval Start Survey Mode

Parameters: The SensorMask specifies the channels to be collected. The 16 bits
in the chanmask define the channels to be collected.

The #Samples parameter sets the number of ADC samples to be averaged for each
data point.

The Interval parameter sets the interval (in ticks of 10milliSeconds) at which the
sampling is done. These parameters are normally set by the OBS3A Host program.

Effect: This command starts a continuous data collection sequence on one or
more ADC channels. The Interval parameter will override the #Samples parameter
when too many samples are requested. The subsamples are taken at 100millisecond
(10Hz) intervals. The data is averaged and the mean of the subsamples is reported at
the end of each interval. Each line of data begins with the date and time at which the
LAST A/D sample was taken. The survey mode is terminated by any input from the
serial port or USB port.

Usage and Response:
OBS >sm 131 5 100

12/19/2002 09:47:47.40 -4.743e-05, 3079, 4.750,
12/19/2002 09:47:48.40 -4.743e-05, 3078, 4.749,
12/19/2002 09:47:49.40 -4.743e-05, 3078, 4.748,
12/19/2002 09:47:50.40 -4.743e-05, 3079, 4.750,
12/19/2002 09:47:51.40 7.506e-05, 3078, 4.748,
12/19/2002 09:47:52.40 -4.743e-05, 3078, 4.749,
Survey Mode terminated. >

SO Sensor, Statistics type Set Statistics Output

Parameters: Sensor specifies the channel for which the statistics will be set.
Statistics Type specifies statiscs output for the sensor.
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Valid sensor numbers range from 0 to 11. They represent

-1 Clear the Statistics type to Mean Only for all sensors

Show the output statistics type for all sensors (or no parameter)

Depth Sensor

Turbidity Sensor

Optical 2 Sensor (mg/mL)

Temperature Sensor

Conductivity Sensor

6,7 Spare sensors

8 Salinity Sensor (derived from D, T and C).

9 Sensor 9 is the battery voltage sensor

The following statistics types are valid:

Mean Only. Only the arithemetic mean is saved and displayed.

Mean and Std. Deviation. The arithmetic mean and standard deviation of
the sample are saved and displayed.

Median, 25th and 75th percentiles. The percentile and median values are the values of
the collected data nearest the desired percentile. No interpolation of the data is done.

Median, 80th and 20th percentiles. (NOTE: the actual percentile values are subject to
change.)

Median, 90th and 10th percentiles.

Median, Minimum and Maximum readings.

Depth, ACOE Wave Data. This selection calculates period and significant wave
energy according to the Army Corps of Engineers algorithm. The period is selected
by simple search for the maximum energy---and will probalby not find the actual
dominant period unless the water is deep and the sensor is near the surface.

Discard the data. Sensor Data is collected and may be used in calculations, but it is
not saved or displayed
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Effect: This command allows you to specify the statistical output for each of the
sensors. The default is to display only the arithmetic mean. Due to data buffer
limitations, the following limitations are imposed:

A. You may only have two sensors which have complex statistics----medians or
wave data.

B. The median and wave data will be calculated only on the first 2048 points of data
collected in a sample. Wave statistics should be calculated from at least 1024
points collected at a 1Hz sample rate. Wave data output types should only be
assigned to the Depth channel.

C. Only the mean value for Salinity is allowed. Since salinity is computed using the
mean values of Temperature, Pressure, and Conductivity in a non-linear equation,
determination of other sample statistics is a non-trivial operation.

Usage and Response:

so -1
so 1 6
so 2 3
so 3 1
so 4 0
so 5 0

>so

1 Depth: Depth, ACOE HS, and period
2 Turbidity: Median, 20 and 80 Percentile
3 Optical 2: Mean and Std. Dev.
4 Temperature: Mean
5 Conductivity: Mean
6 Salinity: Mean
9 Battery: Mean
>

SS Show Schedule

Parameters: None.

Effect: This commmand displays the subsample schedule in effect for the
OBS3A. For each line in the subsampling schedule, you will see an indications of
the power switches activated and the sensors whose data will be collected.

Usage and Response:
OBS>ss
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SubSample Schedule (X: ON, -: OFF)
Line Power Sensor Sec.

1234 123456789012
0 XXX- XX------X--- 256
1 XXX- X-------X--- 256
2 ---- ------------ 0

OBS>

ST mm/dd/yy hh:mm:ss Set RTC Date and Time

Parameters: Strings containing the date and time in the format shown.

Effect: The values are converted to integer seconds since 1/1/1970 00:00:00
and used to set the instrument real-time clock. Note that the DAHost program has a
button that will transfer the time from the PC clock.

Usage and Response:
>st 12/6/02 17:18:44

Date/Time: 12/06/2002 17:18:45
OBS >

SV Selector Statistics Verify

Parameters: Selector whether or not to display the number of values collected for
each sensor.

Effect: This command will allow you to display the number of data point
incorporated into the statistics for each sensor. The data is displayed only in the serial
data stream and is not incorporated into the data stored in flash memory. This data
can be used to verify the number of points collected for each sensor. When the
Significant wave height calculation is requested for the pressure sensor, a lot of
additional data is displayed.

Data Collected: 1:50 2:50 9:50
10:59:00.00 08/21/2003, 28.4019, 31.5417, 8.0000, 0.0274, 0.0048, 4.0318,
Data Collected: 1:50 2:50 9:50

TF Selector Time/Date Format

Parameters: Selector specifies the format for date and time display

Effect: This command allows change the format of the date and time display.
Format 0 sends the date and time as an integer number of seconds since January 1,
1970. Format 1 is the normal time date display Format 0 may save significant time
during data download when a PC program can be used to regenerate standard date
and time formats.

Usage and Response:
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OBS >tf 0

OBS >gt

Date/Time: 1045739814
OBS >tf 1

OBS >gt

Date/Time: 11:16:58.88 02/20/2003
OBS >

VM VMFlag

Parameters: VMFlag specifies whether the OBS3A should provide verbose
responses to command inputs. A zero specifies that responses should be minimized.
Any other value specifies more verbose response.

Effect: The verbose responses will aid the user when setting up and testing the
system The verbose mode has been set for most of the commands and responses in
this document. With the verbose mode shut off, the Windows host program will have
less input data to parse.

WD WaterDepth HtAboveBottom Set Water Depth for Wave Calculation

Parameters: Waterdepth specifies the depth of the water at the instrument location.
HtAboveBottom is an alternate value that specifies the height of the instrument above
the bottom.

Effect: In order to carry out the calculation of significant wave height, the SBC must
know the depth of the water at the instrument site so that it can calculate whether
various wave lengths should be considered as deep-water waves when computing the
depth attenuation of the wave pressure signal. This depth can be derived in two ways:

A. When an estimated depth is entered as the first parameter, the SBC will measure
it’s own depth, then compute its height above the bottom at the end of the first data
sample. This is done by subtracting the pressure depth, measured by the instrument,
from the estimated water depth. This calculated HtAboveBottom value value may
be in error if the water depth changes significantly (due to tides, etc.) between the
time at which the depth estimated is entered and the time of the first sample. When
an estimated depth is entered, the HtAboveBottom value should be zero. For
subsequent samples, the calculated HtAboveBottom value is added to measured
instrument depth to compute the waterdepth.

B. When WaterDepth is zero and HtAboveBottom is not zero, the HtAboveBottom
value is used to calculate the water depth for all samples. The water depth is equal to
measured instrument depth at the time of the sample plus the HtAboveBottom value.
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Both WaterDepth and HtAboveBottom should be entered in the units used to display
depth (meters or feet).

Usage and Response:

OBS >wd 15 0

Estimated Water Depth = = 15.0 Height above bottom = 0.0

XA MilTime Add Scheduled Time

Parameters: MilTime is a 24-hour time in minutes at which a sample is to be taken.
0800, 1030, 2100, are military times.

Effect: Adds a new time to the daily sampling schedule

XC Clear Schedule

Parameters: None

Effect: Clears all entries in the daily sampling schedule

XR MilTime Remove Time from Schedule

Parameters: MilTime is a 24-hour military time in minutes.

Effect: If the daily schedule includes a time that matches MilTime, that time is
removed from the schedule.

XS Show Scheduled Times

Parameters: None

Effect: This command displays the existing daily schedule. The scheduled sampling
times appear in chronological order. The schedule may include up to 24 times.

Usage and Response:
OBS>xs

Data Acquisition Schedule
0800 0830 0900 0930 1000 1030 1100 1130
1200 1230 1300 1330 1400 1430 1500 1530
1600 1630 1700 1730 1800 1830 1900 1930
OBS >

XT placeholder SampleRate Conditional Sampling Start

Parameters: Placeholder is an unused input and is normally zero. SampleRate is the
rate at which subsamples are taken.
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Effect: This command starts the scheduled sampling mode. It requires that a
subsample scheme be downloaded to the SBC. Before starting the schedule, the SBC
displays the schedule, the subsample setup, and the output statistics desired for each
sensor.

Usage and Response:
Data Acquisition Schedule
0800 0830 0900 0930 1000 1030 1100 1130
1200 1230 1300 1330 1400 1430 1500 1530
1600 1630 1700 1730 1800 1830 1900 1930
OBS >
GS 0 4353 5
GS 1 0 0

SubSample Setup
0 P:X--- A:XX---------- 10
1 P:---- A:------------ 0

1 Depth: Mean
2 Turbidity: Mean
3 Optical 2: Mean
4 Temperature: Mean
5 Conductivity: Mean
6 Salinity: Mean
7 Spare 1: Mean
8 Spare 2: Mean
9 Battery: Mean

Sample rate is 10 Hz. Sleeping until 07:59:59.00 09/25/1972
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